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Introduction 59
In the last decade, predictive coding theory has become a dominant paradigm to organize 60 behavioral and neurophysiological findings into a coherent theory of brain function (George and blocks started with the presentation of a written instruction; four of the experimental blocks started 180 with the instruction "Face or not?" while for the other four experimental blocks started with the 181 instruction "House or not?". The former are referred to as "Face blocks" and the latter as "House 182 blocks". Face and House blocks were presented in alternating order. The same blocks of stimuli 183 were presented as Face blocks for half of the subjects, while for the other half of the subjects these 184 experimental blocks appeared as House blocks and vice versa. This way, the initial block was 185 alternated between subjects (i.e. half of the subjects started with Face blocks and the other half 186 with House blocks). Importantly, as the blocks contained the same face, house, SCR face and 187 SCR house stimuli the only difference between face and house blocks was in the subjects' 188 instruction.
189
To avoid accidental serial effects, the order of blocks was reversed for half of the subjects. Subject 190 responded by pressing one of two buttons directly after stimulus presentation. The button 191 assignment for a 'Face' or 'No-Face' response in Face blocks and 'House' or 'No-House' block was 192 counterbalanced across subjects (n=26 right index finger for 'Face' response).
193
Between stimulus presentations, subjects were instructed to fixate a white cross on the center of 194 the gray screen. Further, they were instructed to maintain fixation during the whole block and to 195 avoid any movement during the acquisition session. Before data acquisition, subjects performed 196 Face and House test blocks of two minutes with stimuli not used during the actual task. During the 197 test blocks subjects received a feedback whether their response was correct or not. No feedback 198 was provided during the actual task.
1200 Hz in a synthetic third-order gradiometer configuration and were filtered online with fourth-204 order Butterworth filters with 300 Hz low pass and 0.1 Hz high pass.
205
Subjects' head position relative to the gradiometer array was recorded continuously using three 206 localization coils, one at the nasion and the other two located 1 cm anterior to the left and right 207 tragus on the nasion-tragus plane for 43 of the subjects and at the left and right ear canal for 9 of 208 the subjects.
209
For artefact detection the horizontal and vertical electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded via four 210 electrodes; two were placed distal to the outer canthi of the left and right eye (horizontal eye 211 movements) and the other two were placed above and below the right eye (vertical eye 212 movements and blinks). In addition, an electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded with two electrodes 213 placed at the left and right collar bones of the subject. The impedance of each electrode was kept 214 below 15 kΩ.
Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using a standard T1 sequence (3-D 217 magnetization -prepared -rapid-acquisition gradient echo sequence, 176 slices, 1 x 1 x 1 mm voxel 218 size). For the structural scans vitamin E pills were placed at the former positions of the MEG 219 localization coils for co-registration of MEG data and magnetic resonance images.
220
Behavioral responses were recorded using a fiberoptic response pad (Photon Control Inc.
Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank tests were performed on hitrates as well as reaction times. To 229 account for multiple testing, sequential Bonferroni-Holm correction (Holm, 1979) 
234
Version 2013 11-11) and custom Matlab scripts.
235
Only trials with correct behavioral responses were taken into account for MEG data analysis. The
236
focus of data analysis was on the prestimulus intervals from 1 s to 0.050 s before stimulus onset.
237
Trials containing sensor jump-, or muscle-artefacts were rejected using automatic FieldTrip artefact 238 rejection routines. Line noise was removed using a discrete Fourier transform filter at 50,100 and 239 150 Hz. In addition, independent component analysis (ICA; (Makeig et al., 1996) was performed 240 using the extended infomax (runica) algorithm implemented in fieldtrip/EEGLAB. ICA components 241 strongly correlated with EOG and ECG channels were removed from the data. Finally, data was 242 visually inspected for residual artefacts.
243
In order to minimize movement related errors, the mean head position over all experimental blocks 244 was determined for each subject. Only trials in which the head position did not deviate more than 5 245 mm from the mean head position were considered for further analysis. 
259
Average spectra of task and baseline period were contrasted over subjects using a dependent-260 sample permutation t-metric with a cluster based correction method (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) 261 to account for multiple comparisons. Adjacent samples whose t-values exceeded a threshold 262 corresponding to an uncorrected α -level of 0.05 were defined as clusters. The resulting cluster 263 sizes were then tested against the distribution of cluster sizes obtained from 1000 permuted 264 datasets (i.e. labels "task" and "baseline" were randomly reassigned within each of the subjects).
265
Cluster sizes larger than the 95th percentile of the cluster sizes in the permuted datasets were 266 defined as significant.
267
Following the same approach as (Brodski et al., 2015) based on the significant clusters of the task 268 vs. baseline statistics five frequency bands were defined for further analysis: (1) 8-14 Hz (alpha);
269
(2) 14-32 Hz (beta); (3) 32-56 Hz (low gamma); (4) 56-64 Hz (mid gamma) and (5) 
296

Definition of active information storage 297
We assume that the reconstructed source time courses for each brain location can be treated as
, which consists of a 299 collection of random variables, ܺ ௧
, ordered by some integer ‫ݐ‬ . AIS then describes how much of the 300 information the next time step ‫ݐ‬ of the process is predictable from its immediate past state 301 (Lizier et al., 2012) . This is defined as the mutual information
where ‫ܫ‬ is the mutual information and 
310
Predictable information as measured by AIS indicates that a signal is both rich in information and 311 predictable at the same time. Note that neither a constant signal (predictable but low information 312 content) nor a memory-less stochastic process (high information content but unpredictable) will 313 exhibit high AIS values. In other words, a neural process with high AIS must visit many different 314 possible states (rich dynamics), yet visit these states in a predictable manner with minimal 315 branching of its trajectory (this is the meaning of the log ratio of equation (1)). As such, AIS is a 316 general measure of information that is maintained in a process, and could here reflect any form of 317 memory based on neural activity. AIS is linked specifically to activated prior knowledge in our study 318 via the experimental manipulation that alternately activates face-or house-specific prior 319 knowledge, and by investigating the difference in AIS between the two conditions..
320
Analysis of predictable information using active information storage 321
The history dimension (݇ 
327
The actual spacing between the time-points in the history was the median across trials of the 328 output of Ragwitz' criterion for the embedding delay 
367
We also calculated the correlation of t-values computed from AIS (based on the dependent sample 
373
Last, we accessed the relationship of AIS values and reaction times for each subject. To this end 374 before the correlation analysis for each subject mean reaction times and mean AIS values in the 375 brain areas of interest for Face and House blocks were subtracted from each other. This allowed 376 accounting for differential behavioral speed between subjects. 1999; Verboven and Hubert, 2005) . This can provide a more robust measure, which has been contrast to Granger analysis, in order to study linear as well as non-linear interactions (e.g. Chang
418
and Lin, 2011) and was previously applied to broadband MEG source data (Wibral et al., 2011) . TE
419
is defined as a conditional mutual information
describes the future of the target time series 
434
In the TE analysis the same time intervals (prestimulus) and embedding parameters as for AIS 1972) . A spectral resolution of 2 Hz and a spectral smoothing of 5 Hz were used for spectral 448 transformation using the multitaper approach (Percival and Walden, 1993) (9 Slepian tapers). We
449
were interested in the differences of Granger spectral fingerprints of Face and House blocks, 450 however we also wanted to make sure that the Granger values for these difference significantly 478 and primary visual cortex (V1) ( Figure 5 ). We referred to these five brain areas as "face prediction 479 network" and subjected it to further analyses. In contrast to this finding of a face prediction network,
480
we did not find brain areas showing significantly higher AIS values in House blocks compared to 481 Face blocks. This is similar to highly cited previous studies that failed to find prediction effects for 482 houses in the brain in contrast to faces (e.g. Summerfield et al., 2006a Summerfield et al., , 2006b Trapp et al., 2015) . correction). For House blocks information transfer was increased in comparison to Face blocks 515 from brain area V1 to PPC (p=0.0014, fdr correction) ( Figure 6 ).
517
Post-hoc frequency resolved Granger causality 518
In order to investigate whether information transfer differences in Face and House blocks were 519 reflected in specific frequency bands, we post-hoc performed a non-parametric spectral Granger 520 causality analysis on the three links identified with transfer entropy analysis. For the link from PPC 521 to FFA we found stronger Granger causality for Face blocks than House blocks in a cluster 522 between 18 and 22 Hz (Figure 7, p=0 .045, cluster correction for frequencies, uncorrected for the 523 number of links in this post hoc test). The link from V1 to PPC showed a stronger Granger causal 524 influence for House blocks than Face blocks between 94 and 98 Hz (Figure 7, p=0 .042, cluster 525 correction for frequencies, uncorrected for the number of links in this post hoc test). Using cluster 526 correction, the link from aIT to FFA did not show significant differences in Granger causal 527 influence.
528
Correlation of predictable information and reaction times 529
In order to study the association of predictable information and behaviour, we correlated the per 530 subject difference of AIS values between Face blocks and House blocks with the per subject 531 difference in reaction times. This analysis was performed for the three brain areas between which 532 we found increased information transfer during Face blocks (FFA, aIT and PPC). For these brain 533 areas we tested the hypothesis that predictable information for face blocks was associated with 534 performance, i.e. reaction times during Face blocks. Negative correlation values were found for all 535 of the three brain areas, however only brain area FFA reached significance when correcting for prior knowledge must be maintained until the knowledge or the prediction derived from it is used.
544
The fact that activated prior knowledge has a specific content then mandates that increases in 545 predictable information should be found in brain areas specific to processing the respective 546 content. This is indeed what we found when investigating the activation of prior knowledge about 547 faces during face detection blocks. In these blocks predictable information was selectively 548 enhanced in a network of well-known face processing areas. At these areas prediction content was 549 decodable from the predictable information on a trial-by-trial basis and increased predictable 550 information was related to improved task performance in brain area FFA. Given this established 551 link between the activation of prior knowledge and predictable information we then tested current 552 neurophysiological accounts of predictive coding suggesting that activated prior knowledge should 553 be represented in deep cortical layers and at alpha or beta-band frequencies and should be 554 communicated as a prediction along descending fiber pathways also in alpha/beta frequencies 555 (Bastos et al., 2012) . Indeed, within the network of brain areas related to activated prior knowledge 556 of faces, information transfer was increased in top-down direction and related to Granger-causality 557 in the beta band -in accordance with the theory.
558
We will next discuss our findings with respect to their implications for current theories of predictive 1. Activated prior knowledge for faces shows as predictable information in content specific 562 areas and aIT are well known to play a major role in face processing (Kanwisher et al., 1997;  566 Kriegeskorte et al., 2007; Tsao et al., 2008; Pitcher et al., 2011) .
567
In addition to increased predictable information in well-known face processing areas we also found 568 increased predictable information in Face blocks in PPC. We consider the increase in predictable , 1997; Grützner et al., 2010; Brodski et al., 2015) .
573
In sum, our finding of increased predictable information for Face blocks in FFA, OFA, aIT and PPC 574 confirms our hypothesis that activation of face prior knowledge elevates predictable information in 575 content specific areas. Additionally, our results suggest that predictable information in content-576 specific areas is associated with the corresponding prediction on a trial-by-trial basis -by 577 successfully decoding the anticipated category (Face or House block) from trial-by-trial AIS values 578 at the face prediction areas.
579
However, while we found increased predictable information in content specific areas for Face 580 blocks, we did not find brain areas showing increased predictable information for House blocks.
581
Similarly, in a face/house discrimination task Summerfield and colleagues (2006b) observed 582 increased activation in FFA, when a house was misperceived as a face. However, they failed to 583 see increased activation in parahippocampal place area (PPA), a scene/house responsive region, 584 when a face was misperceived as a house. The authors suggest that this might be related to the 585 fact that PPA is less subject to top-down information than FFA -as faces have much more 586 regularities potentially utilizable for top-down mechanisms than the natural scenes that PPA Figure 1 . Central idea of the study. Typically, pre-activated prior knowledge related to the 816 content of a prediction has to be maintained as the brain will not know exactly when it will be 817 needed. If there is a reliable neural code that maps between content and activity, maintained 818 activated prior knowledge should lead to brain signals that are themselves predictable over time
819
(here the brain signals are depicted as identical, although the relation between past and future will 820 almost certainly be much more complicated). 
860
shaded regions indicate significant differences between Face and House blocks with cluster 861 correction (dependent samples permutation t-test, n = 52, p<0.05). Frequency ranges were only 862 considered as significant, if granger values for both block types in these frequencies also 863 significantly differed from the random conditions (dependent samples permutation t-tests, n = 52,
